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stated above, is to constrain the detected photons to lie in a

ABSTRACT plane, thus allowing the use of a two-dimensional
reconstruction algorithm. Therefore, without septa, we

The performance of the PENN-PET 240H scanner from expected to see some degradation of image quality with a large
UGM Medical Systems is tested and compared to the proto- axial acceptance angle, particularly at a large radial distance
type PENN-PET scanner built at the University of from the center of the scanner. We have since come to the
Pennsylvania. The UGM PENN-PET scanner consists of six conclusion that the degradation in ima,_z quality is not
continuous position-sensitive NaI(Tl) detectors, which results significant for most studies, although a three-dimensional
in a 50-cre transverse fie_d-of-view and a 12.8-err.. _xial field- reconstruction algorithm does have advantages. The second

of-view. The fine spatial sampling in the axial direction allows reason for the septa is to lima the acceptance of scattered
the data to be sorted into as many as 64 transverse planes, each radiation from the patient. Sin_;e we use Nai(T1) detectors that

2-mm thick. A large axial acceptance angle, without inter- have better than 10% energy resolution (FWHM), we can
plane septa, results in a high sensitivity, with a low scatter acquire data with a high energy threshold of 450 keV. This
and randoms fraction, due to the use of a narrow photopeak limits the scatter fraction (scatter/total) to 13% for brain

energy window. This paper emphzsizes those performance imaging.
measurements that illustrate the special characteristics of a Based on the proto-type PENN-PET scanner, a second

volume imaging scanner and how they change as the axial PENN-PET scanner was built by UGM Medical Systems and
length is increased, delivered to the University of Pennsylvama in 1:_90. These

scanner,,., are used for both brain (18F_fluoro.deoxy.glucose '

I. INTRODUCTION 150-H20 , 18F-n-methyl-spiperone) and cardiac (18F-fluoro-

deoxy-glucose, 82Rb) studies. The UGM scanner was built
Historically, positron emission tomography (PET) with z larger axial field-of-view (FOV), 12.8 cm compared to

scanners have developed as two-dimensional systems.. 9.0 cm for the proto-type scanner, since we did not seem to be
beginning as a single ring of dc,ectors and evolving into limited by the two-dimensional reconstruction or the scattered
multiple stacks of rings, separated by lead shielding. By radiation. The larger FOV, however, results in twice the
mechanically eliminating photons that are not emitted parallel sensitivity and allows the entire brain or heart to be imaged,
to the plane of detectors, PET was able to take advantage of without any axial truncation. The PENN-PET system offers
the two-dimensional reconstruction algorithms developed for high spatial resolution in ali three directions,high sampling
computed tomography (CT), where photon paths axe density along ali three axes without scanner motion, and good
constrained to lie in a predetermined plane. Mathematically, energy and timing resolution. The high spatial resolution and
the in-plane events provide enough information to reconstruct sampling density result in the three-dimensional imaging
the object in PET. However, the image quality suffers in many capability.
cases because of poor statistics, since only about 1% of the This paper compares Me performance of the two scanners
total events emitted isotropically from the source of activity to point out the advantages of increasing the axial FOV. In
are used. It is for this reason that volume imaging has received addition, preliminary results of a three-dimensional
considerable attentionlately, reconstruction algorithm are shown to illustrate the

The PENN-PET scanner [1] developed at the University of limitations of the two-dimensional reconstruction. Finally,
Pennsylvania and completed in 1987 was the first multi-slice plans ate discussed for a scanner with an axial FOV of 25 cm,
PET system built without inter-ring septa, resulting in a large based on the PENN-PET design, which will result in much
axial acceptance angle. During its development, this was a higher sensitivity.
departttre from most other PET systems that were based on

discrete BGO detectors in a multi-ring configuration. II. PENN-PET SCANNER
Presently, most BGO syste,_s have now iacorporated some

degree of position encoding, such as the block-detector design 1. Detectors and Electronics
[2], and some BGO systems are now being built with either

retractable septa [3] or without any septa at ali [4]. The The PENN-PET scanner design uses six continuous 2-

purpose of inter-ring septa is two-fold. The first reason, as dimensionally position-sensitive NaI(TI) 6erectors with a high



degree of position encoding. Each detector is 50 cm long

(transversely) and is coupled to 5-cre square photomultiplier 2. Reconstruction Algorithm
tubes (PMTs). The major difference between this detector and

the one used in the proto-type scanner is the larger crystal size The data from the PENN-PET are normally rebinned (in
axially, !4 cm vs. 10 cm (see Figure 1), and the hardware) into two-dimensional sinograms (256 rays x 192

angles), whose slice number is determined by averaging the

I-._---.-.)_! I-_---...1_. I axial coordinates of the two coincident detectors [6]. This
1_ cm 10 cm single-slice rebinning method is a geometrical approximauon0 i a |

),.\__]1"1'I-,4--------I_111_1t,,\'_ HI[_ !_ tor oblique rays, except for those events originating at the

center of the scanner. The slices (up to 64 for the UGM

_ scanner) are then reconstructed independently by filtered

_:_ 12.8 cn FOV _ _] 9.0 cm FOV_::_ backprojecuon, with corrections for efficiency normalization,-..-. , _ -.,-, scattered and random coincidences, attenuation, and gap

I / i/ compensation [1]. In addition, an axial normalization is
Detector performe,'Jto compensate for the non-uniform axial sensitivity.

_/ ! [/ A new three-dimensional algorithm is also used, multi-

/! / Load Sh iolC /I slice rebinning [7], that achieves a higher degree of geometrical

_-i cc= 9 deg _ /,,,4 a = 6.5deg accuracy for oblique rays without the computational burden ofa fully three-dimensional algorithm. This approach rebins

_ / I ¢_ _[ ! _ oblique rays into multiple sinograms, depending on how many

/ / are intersected by the coincident line. The data are then
/ I reconstructed two-dimensionally, with the same quantitative

[/ I correction methods as those applied above. This step is] ! immediately preceded or followed by axial filtering to reduce
the blurring in the axial direction, which is independent of the

Figure 1. A) PENN-PET scanner. The axial FOV is 12.8 filtering in the transverse direction during reconstruction.

cm for the UGM scanner (four rows of PMTs) and 9.0 cm for Finally, a fully three-dimensional algorithm is used [8]
that requires the data to be spatially invariant. This isthe proto-type scanner (three rows of PMTs). The transverse
accomplished by estimating missing data by reprojecting

F'OV is 50 cm for both scanners, through a two-dimensional reconstruction of the object. The

larger number of PMTs per detector, 40 vs. 30. Although the missing data are due to the finite axial extent of the scanner
that occurs with every practical scanner, as well as the gapscrystal size increases by about 50%, the total number of PMTs
between the detectors, which is a characteristic of the PENN-

increases by only 33%. The proto-type design allowed only a
PET. While this algorithm is more accm-ate for oblique rays, it9-cm axial field-of-view (FOV), which was marginal in terms

of imaging the entire brain or heart. The larger detector allows requires more computation and different methods of
a 12.8-cm axial FOV, which makes a noticeable improvement quantitative corrections.

Neither 3-D algorithm is implemented in hardware yet,in sensitivity as weil. Rather than a maximum of 45
and so the data must be taken in list mode. While this is

transverse slices (each 2-mm thick) for the original system, the
useful to test the algorithms with point source data and a

new system can image a maximum of 64 slices. Both systems limited number of phantoms, it is not practical to acquire listcan resort the data into a maximum of 128 sagittal or coronal
slices, mode data for a patient study, because of the limitations on

disk transfer dme and disk storage space.The PMT signals are pulse-shortened, digitized and

integrated for 240 ns, and then sent to a position calculator I1"I. SCANNER PERFORMANCE
that delermines the local centroid positions (transverse and

axial) of the coincident events. The electronics and position 1 Spatial Resolution
algorithm have been described previously [1] in detail. One "

difference in the UGM scanner which leads to an improvement For the measurement of the image spatial resolution ain performance is the use of 8-bit Analog to Digital
Converters (ADC) instead of the original 6-bit ADC's. small point source in air is used, placed at several transverse

and axial positions. With a 3-D imaging system, theAnother difference is the incorporation of local coincidence
transverse and axial resolution can be measured simultaneouslytriggering [5], which electronically increases the number of
with a point source.

detectors and coincident channels in the system. This was
The image resolution depends not only on thedeveloped to improve the countrate capability of the system

reconstruction algorithm and filter, but also the samplingand to make it possible to build a cylindrical scanner that
consists physically of only one de),e,ctor. This will be further density. With the PENN-PET, the axial sampling can be
discussed in Section IV. decreased to 2 mm, but the transverse sampling can be

decreased to 0.5 mm. For a typical brain study we use 2-mm



sampling in both the transverse and axial directions, but for a 7
cardiac study we use 4-mm sampling in both directions. For a A
small animal study, we use 1-mm sampling in the transverse =

direction, and 2-mm sampling in the axial direction. For the =_ 6 B

measurement of intrinsic spatial resolution, we varied the -6 _*t_'_'- .,,_

Csampling size, to investigate its effect. In the center of the
FOV, with the axial sampling fixed at 2 mm, the transverse ._ 5
spatial resolution is 4.9 mm, 5.6 mm, and 6.2 mm for a _ "_'"D
transverse sampling size of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 4 mm, '_
respectively. The axial resolution is 5.6 mm, with 2-mm 4 , , , , , , , i .....

sampling size. 0 2 4 6 8 10 2
With the two-dimensional single-slice rebinning (2D- " ..........

SSRB) method, we expect a loss of axial resolution as the = 10 D
distance from the center of the scanner increases. The .2 8tangential resolution (perpendicular to the radial direction in

c
the transverse plane) also suffers, because the projection data _ B
become inconsistent as events are misplaced axially into other ._
slices preferentially at angles parallel to the radial direction of A
the source. At the center of the FOV of the scanner the axial z_

resolution (FWHM) is 5.6 mm, but increases to 13 mm at a ._
radius of 10 cm with the full acceptance angle of the UGM ' - _ ..... ' " '
scanner of +/- 9.0deg (ct- 9deg), or 10 mm with the full 0 2 4 6 8 10 2

acceptance angle of the proto-type scanner of +/- 6.5deg (ct = 1 _
6.5deg), as seen in Figure 2. Near the edge of the axial FOV,

however, where the axial acceptance angle is geometrically "_ 1 ,,_ Crestricted, the spatial resolution does not vary significantly. ==
Although the degradation in resolution in the center can be
minimized by limiting the axial acceptance angle over the rf,
whole FOV (in software) this would lead to a reduction in the ._ B
system sensitivity. "_ A

A 3-D reconstruction algorithm, however, promises to , , i , , ,
preserve both the spatial resolution and system sensitivity of a

volume imaging scanner with a large axial acceptance angle. 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
The point source data were therefore reconstructed with both Radius (cm)

the multi-slice rebinning (3D-MSRB) algorithm and the
reprojection (3D-RP) algorithm. The 3D-MSRB algorithm Figure 2. Radial, tangential, and axial spatial resolution
leads to a more uniform axial resolution as a function of radius (FWHM in mm) as a function of radius (cm) for 2D and 3D

compared to the 2D-SSRB, being slightly worse in the center, reconstruction algorithms as explained in the text. Note the

but considerably better at 10 cm. The 3D-RP algoritt, m leads change in scale. These data are reconstructed with 2-mm
to even more uniform resolution, with the axial resolution transverse and axial sampling. The algorithms are designated:
comparable to the transverse resolution for ali radii. A: MSRB, B: 3D-RP, C: SSRB (6.5 deg), D: SSRB (9 deg).

2. Scatter Fraction with a uniform distribution of activity in a head-sized
phantom, 18-cm diameter by 10-cm long, the scatter fraction

In addition to defining the planes in a multi-ring scanner, (scatter/total) is measured as a function of axial aperture with
the septa also serve to reduce the amount of scattered radiation the lower-level energy threshold set at 450 keV. The scatter
which is detected. The PENN-PET scanner has no septa, fraction is seen to increase from 7% with an axial aperture of

2-cm to 13% for the proto-type PENN-PET (axial aperture ofHowever it has been shown that with good energy
resolution, a high energy window is as effective as septa at 10-cm) and UGM PENN-PET (axial aperture of 14-cm), as
reducing scatter. An energy resolution (FWHM) of 10% is seen in Figure 3. Although these values represent an average
achieved with the Nai(T1) detectors, with the same pulse-

shortening and 240 ns integration time used to obtain high
countrate capability.
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over the axial FOV, we find that the scatter fraction does not Figure 4 shows the axial sensitivity profiles, for the

change significandy as a function of slice location despite the UGM scanner with the full axial acceptance angle of ct = 9deg,
large acceptance angle and lack of septa. In other words, the and for the proto-type scanner, with ct = 6.5deg. The profile is
axial sensitivity profile of the scattered radiation is similar to also shown for the UGM scanner with a software limit of ct =
that of the true events. While the slices near the edge of the 6.5deg, which is used to reduce the axial blumng at large radii

axial FOV suffer from poorer sensitivity than those near the when employing the 2-D reconstruction algorithm. For patient
center, because of the smaller axial acceptance angle, the studies, the data are normally smoothed axially by addkzg three
relative amount of scatter to true events does not increase. 2-mm slices together, but retaining a 2-mm axial sampling.

If the phantom size is increased to that proposed to be a The measured slice sensitivity, for a 6-mm slice thickness,
standard [9] for performance measurements (20-cre diameter by peaks in the center at 14 kCPS/l.tCi/cc for ct = 9deg and 10
18.5-cm long), the scatter fraction increases to about 20%. kCPS/l.tCi/cc for ct = 6.5deg. For the UGM scanner, only
This is due to the additional activity outside the FOV which is 12.8 cm of 14 cm axial FOV is used, and for the proto-type

not completely ,nielded from the detectors. For a brain study, scanner 9.0 cm of 10 cm is used, so that the edge slices do not
however, there is no activity above the brain and the activity have a 'zero' sensitivity.

below the brain (in the heart and lungs) is far enough outside
the FOV to be effectively shielded. Even for cardiac studies 4. Countrate Losses and Random Coincidences
that usually have some activity outside the FOV in the lungs
and liver, we find that the scatter fraction is less than that The countrate measurement was performed with the head-

measured with the 20-cre phantom. The 20-cre phantom, sized phantom (18-cm by 10-cm), which gives an indication of
which is meant to be a compromise between the head and the the performance that is encountered for the brain studies for
Ixxiy, therefore does not necessarily predict the same amount of which the scanners are being used. Actually, this phantom (2.5
scattered radiation that is encountered in a patient study, liters) is still considerably larger than most brains (about 1.3

Although a standard size is needed for comparison liters), but it is more realistic than the 20-cre phantom (6.0
measurements among different scanners, which was the goal of liters). The countrate data are shown in Figure 5, along with
the Society of Nuclear Medicine and NEMA groups [9], the the noise equivalent countrate, where NEC = T / (1 + S/T +
results still are affected by the axial FOV of the scanner and R/T). A comparison between the two scanners indicates that
the shielding design, the true countrate saturates at a slightly higher countrate for

the UGM scanner (48 kCPS vs. 43 kCPS) although the UGM

3. Sensitivity, scanner, which is twice as sensitive, does so at a lower activity
concentration (1.0 l.tCi/cc vs. 1.5 BCi/cc). It is also significant

The system true sensitivity of the UGM scanner, as that the random fraction is much smaller for the larger scanner
measured with the 20-cm phantom, is 130 kCPS/BCi/cc, with compared to the proto-type scanner. The random fraction as a
an energy threshold of 450 keV and a maximum axial function of true countrate is-plotted in Figure 6. The

acceptance angle of ct = 6.5deg. This value reflects the result coincidence resolving time is 2x = 10 ns for both scanners.
of subtracting the estimated scatter from the measured total. The countrate limitation (where the true countrate curve

The system sensitivity is 65 kCPS/l.tCi/cc. Although Nai(T1) turns over) for both scanners, is due mainly to two effects. The
has intrinsically lower stopping power than BGO, the large first major deadtime factor is electronic deadtime, due to the

axial acceptance angle of the PENN-PET _ystem results in an processing speed of the position calculator and on-line
overall sensitivity comparable to a multi-ring BGO system, sinogram rebinning electronics. A large number of events are

with higher slice sensitivity near the center, and lower near the
ends.



50 [5] was designed to increase the number of effective detector
channels, thus reducing the deadtime of each channel. The

,-, 40 second major deadtime factor is caused by pulse pile-up in the
o., detector. This results in energy pile-up and these events are

30 eliminated by the energy window requirement. Pile-up can be
further reduced by shortening the pulse integration time [10],

-'2 20 however, this would also affect the intrinsic spatial resolution.= UGM

_, ,_/ /" _" _ _ R-_:i: UGM Although 240 ns integration time is a good compromise for a
10 r / ,.,,ff'j,n¢" } e True: Proto wide dynamic range of countrates, the highest countrate studies

b//'_ [ __ Rand: Proto may benefit from a shorter integration time.

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
5. Image Quality

40 While we are working on a practical 3-D reconstruction

,_" algorithm ['7,8], we presently image patient data with the 2-D

30 reconstruction and believe that the geometrical approximations
of single-slice rebinning are not that significant for most

-o imaging situations, at least with the axial extent of the present
20E PENN-PET scanners. In order to evaluate the effect of the axial

_- blurring for a distributed object, we imaged a phantom of

r_ 10 UGM alternating disks, with and without activity, each 1.25-cm
Proto thick and 20-cm in diameter, as seen in Figure 7. Figure 8A,z

0 B, C plots the counts per slice for three images acquired with
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 cx= 9deg, 6.5deg, and ldeg. The contrast (peak/valley) in the

Activity Concentration (uCi/cc) center, indicating the degree of axial mis-positioning, is 2.1,
2.8, 4.2, for ot = 9deg, 6.5deg, and ldeg, respectively. The

Figure 5 A) The true and random system count.rates for image with the small axial acceptance angle serves as the• standard, since the axial mis-positioning is minimized. Ali
the UGM scanner and the proto-type scanner, using me brain- images were acquired for the same total number of counts, and
sized phantom, which is 18cre x 10 cre. These are the rates are not normalized for the non-uniform axial efficiency. The

within a 24-cm transverse FOV, with scatter subtracted. B) disk phantom was also reconstructed with the 3-D multi-slice
The noise equivalent countmtes for the two scanners. rebinning algorithm with the acceptance angle unrestricted. As

expected, the contrast, 3.7, is better than that of the 2-D

1.0 algorithm, as shown in Figure 8D.

t ---o--- Rand / True (UGM)
0.8 : Rand / True (Proto)
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Figure 7. Random fraction vs. true countrate Figure 7. Transverse and coronal sections of disk phantom

processed and eventually eliminated due to requirements of In a previous experiment [11], we performed a signal-to-
the energy window, position distortion correction, and noise analysis (contrast/noise) using cold spheres in a uniform
restricted field-of-view, so that at the saturation point at which medium of activity, and varied both the energy threshold and

the true countrate is 45 kCPS, the electronics are processing axial acceptance angle, in order to evaluate the tradeoffs of
more than 200 kCPS. The local coincidence triggering system sensitivity, scatter, and spatial resolution. The conclusions
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Figure 8. Axial profiles of disk phantom, reconstructed
with A) 2D-SSRB (9deg), B) 2D-SSRB (6.5deg), C) 2D-
SSRB (ldeg), and D) MSRB algorithms.

were that a high energy threshold (450 keV) leads to the best

SNR, and that with the 2-D reconstruction algorithm, the
images taken with a large axial acceptance angle had a higher
SNR than those taken with a small axial acceptance angle, for
an equal imaging time. For equal counts, however, the images
with a small axial acceptance angle had a higher SNR, but the
difference was not striking. This second comparison implies
that a 3-D algorithm, which preserves both the sensitivity and
the spatial resolution, would lead to a moderate improvement (C)
in image quality, compared to the 2-D algorithm.

The degree to which a 3-D algorithm is necessary for a Figure 9. 3-D brain phantom images. A) Image with
realistic brain study is illustrated in Figure 9. We used the 3-D ct=l.5deg. B) Image wi.th ct=6.5deg. C) Regions used for
brain phantom (Data Spectrum), which is composed of 19 quantitative analysis.
different sections, each approximately 6-mm thick, with a

gray-to-white matter ratio of 4-to-1 within each section. The A more quantitative comparison was made by fitting

phantom was filled with 18F and the data were acquired with regions-of-interest (ROIs) over the sa'uctures in the grey matter
an acceptance angle (x = 6.5deg and ct = 1.5deg, to minimize of this slice. A comparison between the counts in the ROIs of

the geometrical approximation of 2D single-slice rebinning, the two images shows a average difference of 1% and a
and both data sets were reconstructed with the 2D-SSRB maximum difference of only 5%. These errors would be

algorithm. The first image, with ct = 6.5deg, was acquired for negligible compared to other errors present in a real patient

a time typical for 18F.FD G studies, 30 minutes, which results study. For a larger axial acceptance angle than ct = 6.5deg,

in a total of about 40 million counts. The second image, with however, it is likely that the need for 3D reconstruction will
ct -- 1.Sdeg was acquired for 90 minutes, in order to collect the increase.

same number of counts with lower sensitivity. Visually, it is 6. Patient Studies
difficult to see the difference between these images, despite the
poorer axial resolution with (x = 6.5deg particularly at the
cortex, which is at a radius of approximately 10 cm. These Over the past year we have been performing a variety of
images are 6-mm thick axially (the sum of three 2-mm slices), studies on the UGM scanner, as well as on the proto-type
and include filtering in the transverse direction during filtered scanner. A number of patients having 18F-FDG brain studies,

backprojection, which is how we normally process patient were imaged sequentially on both scanners, in order to confirra
data. Although the phantom is obviously not a real brain, it that the two scanners give comparable quantitative results. The
gives an indication that in a realistic imaging situation the extended axial FOV of the UGM scanner is clearly
improvement that a 3D algorithm has to offer over a 2D advantageous (Figure 10)particularly since the PET images are
algorithm will not be dramatic. This is consistent with the often matched with an MRI image of the same patient. This

previous experiment evaluating the SNR of cold spheres.



patient received 8 mCi and was imaged for 30 minutes in each enough, and so an increase in the axial size of the detector will
scanner, beginning 40 minutes post-injection. The UGM serve primarily to increase the sensitivity. By focusing on the

brain, we do not have to be overly concerned about the scatter
or random fractions increasing, since activity in the body will
still be outside the FOV. With an increase of the size in the

axial dimension to 25 cm, and a decrease in the diameter to 42

cre, the sensitivity will improve by a factor of ten over the
proto-type scanner. In fact, the sensitivitv at the edge of the
brain would be higher than that of the UGM scanner at the
center of the brain, as seen in Figure 11.

25 cm
I_.,, ,.-._ J

Figure 10. Sagittal brain sections of patient imaged with i /

18F-FDG with proto-type (top) and UGM scanners (bottom). [ /
/

scanner, with its better high countrate capability, is also [/

regularly used for bolus 150.H2 O stimulation studies. Rather /[
than injecting a very short bolus of high activity, which leads A,_..I ct = 27 deg

to countrate limitations of the scanner, a slow bolus technique /

[12] is being used, where 40 mCi is injected over 3 minutes, _ / I, L_and the data are collected dynamically in 10-20 second frames. ! [ t !
Most of the data are then collected near the peak of the
countrate curve shown in Figure 5. ¢,q-------.l_)

The UGM scanner is also being used for cardiac studies, 12.8 cm FOV
since this scanner has a fully implemented transmission

scanning mode for attenuation correction, lt uses a rotating rod [ [

source in which position is correlated with the coincident _ _-.4k---de'ection of events. Again, the advantage of the larger axial i_ i

FOV is that patient positioning is not as critical and the "_= I,///¢ _ 25-cm aperture
sensitivity at the edge of the heart is better. We have imaged _ /I IX

patients with 18F.FDG, as well as 82Rb. "_'_ / I_'_%"% _ 14-cm aperture
IV. CYLn'qDRICAL PET SCANNER \

Figure 11. Schematic of large axial FOV PET scanne_"
In comparing the UGM scanner to the proto-type scanner,

there were several expected results, as well as some that We are planning to build this scanner as a cylindrical
surprised us. lt is clear that a larger axial FOV is advantageous system, using a single detector. The edge effects of the PENN-
in terms of imaging the entire brain or heart, particularly in PET detectors has always been an important consideration.
practice where the technologist can not always center the organ although the Constrained Fourier Reconstruction (CFR) gap
precisely. The improved sensitivity follows naturally from the compensation technique [1] has allowed us to keep the system

larger geometrl.cal solid angle (Figure 4), but so does increased stationary during data acquisition. After considering thescatter and randoms. However, the scatter fraction does not
technical and practical constraints of eliminating the edge

increase, for a head-sized object, with good energy effects of position-sensitive detectors [13], we decided that we
_scrimination (Figure 3), and the random fraction decreases as would achieve the best results with a cylindrical detector,
a function of the true countrate (Figure 6). Finally, a 3-D which has no edge effects at all. In addition, with the local
reconstruction algorithm was shown to reduce the degradation coincidence triggering system -[5], it is now possible to

in spatial resolution that is present with a 2-D algorithm, electronically divide a continuous detector into separate
when data are collected without septa, channels, thus identifying coincidences in a single crystal.

We therefore believe that we can extend this design even The detector will be 1.9-cm thick and coupled to thirty
further in the axial dimension. An advantage of the PENN- columns and six rows of 5-cm square PMTs, for a total of 180PET system, with continuous detectors, is that the increase in

PMTs. The thinner crystal, compared to the 2.5-cm thick
performance as a function of axial FOV is greater than the

PENN-PET detectors, is expected to be about 17% less
corresponding increase in cost and complexity. If we restrict

efficient, leading to 33% less coincident detection efficiency.
our design to brain imaging, an axial FOV of 12.8 cm is large



However, the tremendous gain in geometrical efficiency will

make up for this loss. In addition,we expect a significant REFERENCES
improvement in the spatial resolution, since the thinner crystal
will have less spatial resolution degradation due to Compton [11 Karp JS, Muehllehner G, Mankoff DA, et al. Continuous-
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